You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for INDESIT IDC85. You'll find
the answers to all your questions on the INDESIT IDC85 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size,
accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
@@@@The machine will take longer to dry and it will consume more energy. Water container  empty the water container after each drying cycle. @@The Empty water container light lights up to signal that the water container is full. Filling of the Water Container Step 4 Replace the filter  never operate
the dryer without the filter in place. When the dryer is first used water will not immediately enter the water container as the pump needs to be primed. This is
done automatically and will take a few minutes, during this period the efficiency of the drying process is not affected. 2 Condenser unit - remove any fluff
build-up from the condenser on a monthly basis. Step 1 Open the condenser cover - grip the handle and pull towards you. EN Step 2 Remove the condenser by
turning the 3 catches, then pull the condenser towards you. (It is normal for some residual water to be left in the tubes).
Step 3 Clean the condenser with running water over the rear side to remove any fluff deposits. Step 4 Replace the condenser unit; make sure that the unit is
securely in place, that all 3 catches are fixed and that the position arrows on the front end of the condenser are pointing upwards. Failure to clean the
condenser unit may cause premature faults to the dryer. 3 Installation EN Where to install the tumble dryer  Install the dryer far from gas ranges, stoves,
radiators or hobs, as flames may damage it. If the dryer is installed below a worktop, ensure there are 10 mm between the upper panel of the dryer and any
objects above it, and 15 mm between the sides of the machine and the walls or furniture units adjacent to it.
This ensures adequate air circulation. 10 mm Electrical connections Before plugging the appliance into the socket, check the following:  Make sure your
hands are dry.  The socket must have an earth connection.  The socket must be able to withstand the machines maximum power output as indicated on
the data plate (see Description of the tumble dryer).  The power supply voltage must fall within the values indicated on the data plate (see Description of the
tumble dryer).
 The socket must be compatible with the dryers plug. Should this not be the case, replace the plug or the socket.  Do not use extension cords.  The dryer
must not be installed outdoors, even if the space is sheltered. It can be very dangerous if exposed to rain or storms.  Once installed, the dryers electrical
wire and plug must be within reach.  The power cord must not be bent or squashed.  The power cord is supplied fitted with a BS1363 plug and with a 13
amp BS1362 fuse. If it is necessary to fit a replacement fuse, it must be a 13 Amp ASTA approved to BS1362 type. WARNING: The plug must not be used
without a fuse cover.
If a replacement fuse holder/cover is required, it must be of the same colour coding or wording as shown on the base of the plug. Replacements are available
from authorised dealers. Moulded plug 15 mm 15 mm Ventilation  The room must be adequately ventilated while the dryer is running. @@@@This does
away with the need to empty the water container. @@The height of the drain must be less than 3' (1 m) from the bottom of the dryer. Remove existing hose
from position shown in picture A and fit a suitable length of hose and connect as shown in picture B. Changing the plug The wires in the power cord are
coloured in accordance with the following. Green and Yellow (Earth) wire to terminal marked E, symbol x, or coloured green and yellow. 13A ASTA
approved fuse to BS 1362. GREEN & YELLOW  Make sure that the hose is not squashed or kinked when the dryer is in its final location.
Blue (Neutral) wire to terminal marked N or coloured black. BROWN 13 ampere fuse BLUE CROSS-BAR CORD GRIP Brown (live) wire to teminal
marked L or coloured red. 1 2 2 1 Picture A Picture B  If the plug being replaced is a non-rewirable type, then the cut-off plug must be disposed of
safely. DO NOT leave it where it can be inserted into a socket and create a shock hazard.  The power cord should be checked periodically and replaced by a
cord specially prepared for this dryer and fitted only by authorized technicians (see Service).
New or longer power cords are supplied at an extra charge by authorized dealers.  The manufacturer denies any responsibility should any of these rules not
be followed.  If in doubt about any of the above consult a qualified electrician. Less than 1m Preliminary information Once the tumble dryer is installed,
clean the inside of the drum before operating it and remove any dirt accumulated during transportation. 4 Description of the tumble dryer Opening the door
Features EN Rating plate Press the door Water container Filter Model & Serial Numbers Air intake grille Condenser unit (cover open) Condenser cover
handle (pull to open) Control panel High Heat button button Start Drying time selector knob Empty water container indicator light Drying time selector knob
This is used to set the drying time: turn the knob in a clockwise direction until the indicator is set to the desired drying time (see Drying settings).
Do not attempt to turn the knob anticlockwise. High Heat button It can be used to customise the selected programme in accordance with your own
requirements. START button Press the button to begin drying. Empty water container indicator light The Empty water container indicator light signals
that the water container must be emptied. @@@@Plug the dryer into the power supply socket. 2. @@3. @@4. @@Close the door. 5.
@@@@Do not attempt to turn the knob anticlockwise. 6. If necessary, set the temperature using the HIGH HEAT button. 7. Press the START button to start
the drying cycle. @@After closing the door, press the START button to resume machine operation. 8. The final COLD DRYING phase (i.e. the fabrics are
cooled) activates during the last few minutes of the drying programme; always allow this phase to terminate.
9. Open the door, remove the laundry then clean the filter and replace it. Empty the water container and put it back in its slot (see Care and maintenance). 10.
Disconnect the dryer from the power supply.
6 Drying settings Drying times The drying time depends on the size of the load and on the type of fabric it contains (see Table). The cold drying cycle runs
during the final 10 minutes of the programme.  For large loads, select the High Heat option if available. Fabric Cotton – high heat Synthetics – low heat
Acrylics – low heat Load 1 kg 30 - 40 minutes 40 - 50 minutes 40 - 60 minutes 2 kg 40 - 55 minutes 50 - 70 minutes 55 - 75 minutes 3 kg 55 - 70 minutes 70 90 minutes 4 kg 70 - 80 minutes 5 kg 80 - 90 minutes 6 kg 95 - 120 minutes 7 kg 120 - 140 minutes 8 kg 130 - 150 minutes - EN Drying times are approximate
and may vary depending on the following: Amount of water retained by items after the spin cycle: towels and delicate items retain a lot of water. Fabrics:
items of the same fabric, but with different texture and thickness may have different drying times.
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Amount of laundry: single items and small loads will take a short time to dry. Drying: if items are to be ironed, they can be removed from the dryer while still
slightly damp. Items that require complete drying can be left longer.  Temperature of the room: the lower the temperature of the room, the longer it will take
for the dryer to dry clothing.  Bulk: certain bulky items require special care during the drying process. We suggest removing these items and replacing them
in the dryer once they have been shaken out: repeat this procedure several times during the course of the drying cycle.  Do not over-dry items. All fabrics
contain natural dampness which helps to keep them soft and fluffy. @@It lasts about 10 minutes. @@High Heat button The high heat button selects the
drying temperature.
@@ Sort laundry according to the type of fabric.  Empty all pockets and check for loose buttons. @@@@Below are the most commonly used symbols:
May be tumble dried. Do not tumble dry. Tumble dpliance by pulling on the plug, not the cord.  Do not allow children near the appliance while it is in
function. After use, switch the appliance off and unplug it. Keep the appliance door closed to prevent children using it as a toy. @@@@@@@@ Check
whether the dryer is empty before loading it. @@@@@@@@ Do not add items that are dripping wet.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@This ensures that energy is saved during tumble drying. @@@@@@@@Clean the filter once
drying is completed, by rinsing it under running water or cleaning it with a vacuum cleaner. Should the filter become clogged, the flow of air inside the dryer
will be seriously hampered: drying times becomes longer and more energy is consumed. Moreover, the dryer may become damaged. The filter is located in
front of the dryer seal (see Picture).
Removing the filter: 1. Pull the filters plastic handle upwards (see Picture). 2. Clean the fluff off the filter and replace it correctly. Ensure that the filter is
pushed fully home.
Cleaning the condenser unit  Remove the condenser (see Picture below) unit regularly (monthly) and clean off any fluff deposits from the plates by rinsing it
with cold water running on the electricity or gas supply printed on the rating plate. The appliance has been used for normal domestic purposes only. The
appliance has not been altered, serviced, maintained, dismantled, or otherwise interfered with by any person not authorised by us. Any repair work must be
undertaken by us or our appointed agent. Any parts removed during repair work or any appliance that is replaced become our property. The appliance is
used in the United Kingdom or Republic of Ireland. EN The guarantee does not cover: Damage resulting from transportation, improper use, neglect or
interference or as a result of improper installation. Replacement of any consumable item or accessory. These include but are not limited to: plugs, cables,
batteries, light bulbs, fluorescent tubes and starters, covers and filters. Replacement of any removable parts made of glass or plastic.
THIS GUARANTEE WILL NOT APPLY IF THE APPLIANCE HAS BEEN USED IN COMMERCIAL OR NON-DOMESTIC PREMISES. 5 Year Parts
Guarantee Indesit also offers you a free 5 year parts guarantee. This additional guarantee is conditional on you registering your appliance with us and the
parts being fitted by one of our authorised engineers. There will be a charge for our engineer's time. @@@@@@Simply call our Indesit Service Hotline on
08448 224 224 (Republic of Ireland 0818 313 413)for telephone assistance, or, where necessary, to arrange for an engineer to call. 13 EN After Sales
Service No one is better placed to care for your Indesit appliance during the course of its working life than us - the manufacturer. Essential Contact
Information Indesit Service We are the largest service team in UK and Ireland offering you access to 400 skilled telephone advisors and 1100 fully qualified
engineers on call to ensure you receive fast, reliable, local service. UK: 08448 224 224 Republic of Ireland: 0818 313 413 www.indesitservice.co.
uk Please note: Our advisors will require the following information: Model number: Serial number: Parts and Accessories We supply a full range of genuine
replacement parts as well as accessory products that protect and hygienically clean your appliance to keep it looking good and functioning efficiently
throughout its life. UK: 08448 225 225 Republic of Ireland: 0818 313 413 www.indesitservice.co.uk Appliance Registration We want to give you additional
benefits of Indesit ownership.
To activate your free 5 year parts guarantee you must register your appliance with us. UK: 08448 24 24 Republic of Ireland: 01 230 0800
www.indesitservice.co.uk Indesit Company UK Ltd.
Morley Way, Peterborough, PE2 9JB Indesit Company Unit 49 Airways Industrial Estate, Dublin 17 Recycling & Disposal Information As part of Indesit's
continued commitment to helping the environment, Indesit reserves the right to use quality, recycled components to keep down customer costs and minimise
material wastage. Please dispose of packaging and old appliances carefully. To minimise the risk of injury to children, remove the door, plug and cut the
mains cable off flush with the appliance. Dispose of these parts separately to ensure that the appliance can no longer be plugged into a mains socket, and the
door cannot be locked shut. 14 EN 15 195083886.00 01/2010 - Xerox Fabriano EN 16 .
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